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Do you believe in energy, vibrations and all that stuff? Well, believe it or not, it exists. And sometimes you can feel it flowing 
fully loaded. There are certain things that just grabs our attention in a mysterious way and it magically turns you on. It 
could be something or someone on your way to work, a smell, a picture, a sound... a punk band! 
A couple of months ago I’ve started “stalking” this band called CUMgirl8 and I believe they are about to share something 
really special with the world. Their recordings are about to happen anytime soon, but I guess they don’t even care, maybe 
don’t even need, they’ve just started kicking asses around without asking for permission. It’s natural, it’s hot, it’s CUMgirl8!

Who are the CUM girls? Tell me a bit about the crew and how did you get together. 
WE ARE CHASE + DEX + LIDA + VERONIKA. WE MET AT A SINGLES-ONLY LUNCHEON IN OUTER SPACE

How did you come up with the band’s name?
In an omegle chat room duh. No but really, it just spelled itself out one morning on my waffles. 

I’ve found tons of porn when I googled CUMgirl8 but I couldn’t find you girls on bandcamp or any other music platforms. 
Any single or EP coming out soon?
We don’t have any music online yet but are working on recording something soon. For now just come to a show and hopefully 
soon we’ll come to you!

Are you working with or intend to work with any particular producer or sound engineer? 
Maybe yes maybe no, we will see!
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The outfits are pretty cool! You seem to have a lot of fun wearing them. Who is the 
stylist? How does the process of creating CUMgirl8 visual aesthetics happen?

We wear whatever we want whenever we want, especially the things people tell us we 
shouldn’t or can’t wear! The visual aesthetics happen...well- by getting other off- the 
magic happens after that.

What about Meltasia? Tell me a bit about your performance in the festival and all 
that countryside punk camper experience?

It was melted. River swimming. Thunderstorms. Flooded camping tents. A goat 
named Willie. Tandem pee. Prosthetic legs used as a drumsticks. Mud. Mooning. 
Electric possum. Children of the devolution. 

What about the sound aesthetics? 

HAVE U SEEN THE LOVE MAKING SCENE FROM THE CONEHEADS MOVIE? THATS 
OUR PROCESS. OUR AESTHETIC IS GOTHPEL MUSIC FOR JAZZ LOVERS! 

On @cumgirl8’s instagram profile there’s a web link to Raice’s* donation page. Why? 
Enlighten us.

Pay attention. Pay attention to your friends, loved ones, people in your community 
that are being directly targeted. RAICES is a well known Nonprofit organization 
established in late 80s to fight for refugees and immigrants fleeing their countries 
that can not afford legal services. In Brooklyn, there are active abolish ice raves 
i.e Melting Point that tons of friends and talented artists put together that brings 
an entire army of individuals in the name of justice of course and music while all 
proceeds go directly to organizations such as the one in our bio. 

If CUMgirl8 could spray paint a message on a wall seen by the whole world what 
would it be like?

Educating others is good. Being a lover is good. Loving yourself is good. Living your 
fantasy is good. But Cumming is the best & we all need to do that . Often 
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